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Mission Statement 

“The goal of the Liberty Boys Track & Field team is to develop young men 

to become the best track & field student-athletes and human beings they 

possibly can be by instilling positive principles, work habits, and character 

traits that are transferable in their lives.” –Coach Cikach 
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WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT FROM ME? 

One of my goals is to ensure the following things with consistency. It will not be 

easy, but nothing worthwhile is easy. 

➢A Caring Culture 

➢Positive Energy 

➢High Expectations 

➢Clear & Honest Communication 

➢Goal Setting 

➢Accountability 

➢Intentional Actions 

➢Competitive Environment 

➢Obsession with Improvement (BTY) 

➢Fun, memorable, and rewarding experience 

 

 
 

Mission Statement 

“The goal of the Liberty Boys Track & Field team is to develop young men to become 

the best track & field student-athletes and human beings they possibly can be by 

instilling positive principles, work habits, and character traits that are transferable in 

their lives.” –Coach Cikach 
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2018 Messaging 

Compete above the line towards our maximum potential TOGETHER (Be the best version of us) 

Compete above the line towards your maximum potential TOGETHER  (Be the best version of you) 

 

MINDSET 

To accomplish our goals, we MUST have a growth mindset 
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The mind is a battleground where the greatest 
struggle takes place daily 

 
GROWTH 
Difficulty 

Discomfort 
Discipline 

Preparation 
Purpose 
Skillful 

Grit 
 

 
FIXED 

Easy 
Comfortable 
Convenient 
On autopilot 

Resistant 
Denial 
Default 
Excuses 
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Six Responses 
R1: Press Pause 
R2: Get Your Mind Right (Growth Mindset) 
R3: Step Up 
R4: Adapt and Adjust 
R5: Make a Difference 
R6: Build Skill 
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SIX RESPONSES 

Press  Pause 

- Gives  you  time  to  think 

- Avoids  doing  something  foolish 

- Focuses  on  acting  with  purpose 

Get  Your  Mind  Right 

- Growth  vs.  Fixed 

- What  you  focus  on 

- How  to  talk  to  yourself,  rather  than  listen  to  yourself 

Step  Up 

- Understand  the  situation  and  what is  required  of you;  how  you  feel isn’t always  the  best guide 

for  what  you  should  do 

- Put  yourself  out  there  without  fear  (growth  mindset) 

Adapt  &  Adjust 

- Consider  your  current  path  of  your  R  Factor  habits 

- Do  your  actions  and  habits  match  your  goals and  dreams?  

Make  a  Difference 

- Your  R  is  an  E  for  others 

- Take  ownership  of  the  experience  you  give  to  others  &  the team  culture 

Build  Skill 

- Grow  your  talent  with  your  responses, actions, and  habits 

- Avoid  being  an  average  version  of  you  

- Embrace  productive  discomfort.  If it doesn’t challenge  you, it will not change  you 
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In his book, Above the Line, Ohio State Football Coach Urban Meyer shares, “My 
advice to leaders: ruthlessly eliminate BCD. Instead of accountability, BCD creates 
a culture of excuse making and victimization – things that are toxic for your 
organization and performance.” 
 
BCD – blame, complain, and defend – is often an immediate first reaction when 
we are confronted with difficult situations. For some, BCD has become a habit. It 
has become a default way of reacting to challenging events. But as Coach Meyer 
explains, “BCD has never solved a problem, achieved a goal, or improved a 
relationship. Stop wasting your time and energy on something that will never help 
you.” 
 
The Olentangy Liberty Track & Field program, as part of our continued 
commitment to bring focus and clarity to our culture, is committed to relentlessly 
eliminating BCD from our lives. We will no longer engage in BCD. Instead, we will 
focus on solutions. We will focus on how we respond to challenges, and how we 
step-up to behave in alignment with our values. We fully embrace the fact that 
we have a choice: We can BCD, or we can act with intention, purpose, and skill. 
We will strive to be Above the Line. We realize we won’t be perfect. But when 
mistakes are made, we will own them, learn from them, and then work twice as 
hard moving forward. That’s how we will improve and get better. 
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THE LIBERTY TRACK & FIELD ATHLETE 2018 

“HIGH ACHIEVEMENT TAKES PLACE IN THE FRAMEWORK OF HIGH EXPECTATIONS” 
 

THE LIBERTY TRACK & FIELD ATHLETE understands that they have made a 
commitment to his/her teammates and must uphold that responsibility and 
everything that comes with it 
THE LIBERTY TRACK & FIELD ATHLETE will represent themselves, their 
teammates, their school, their community, this program, and their family in a 
positive way at all times (classroom, home & away meets, buses, community, etc.) 
and strengthen the reputation of our community with their actions 
THE LIBERTY TRACK & FIELD ATHLETE will be respectful and responsible 
THE LIBERTY TRACK & FIELD ATHLETE will support each other at all times and 
show people they care 
THE LIBERTY TRACK & FIELD ATHLETE always has the goal to get better each day 
(BTY-Better Than Yesterday); this includes as a young person 
THE LIBERTY TRACK & FIELD ATHLETE will compete to the best of their ability 
while maintaining great sportsmanship 
THE LIBERTY TRACK & FIELD ATHLETE will set goals and execute a plan to 
accomplish those goals 
THE LIBERTY TRACK & FIELD ATHLETE displays self-control at all times 
THE LIBERTY TRACK & FIELD ATHLETE leads by example; people are watching 
THE LIBERTY TRACK & FIELD ATHLETE will use appropriate language at all times 
THE LIBERTY TRACK & FIELD ATHLETE will do everything they can to keep their 
grades up 
THE LIBERTY TRACK & FIELD ATHLETE leaves things better than when they found 
them 
THE LIBERTY TRACK & FIELD ATHLETE will avoid BCD 
(blame-complain-defend)behavior 
 

THE BOTTOM LINE: Do the right thing 
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Connect the Program 

 

 

 

  
 

 One of my visions is to build a more cohesive and connected culture amongst 

the different aspects of our team. I will attempt to do this by being visible and 
building relationships with all members of the team and all subgroups of the 
team and I will create more opportunities for the subgroups to interact together 
in practice and social team events. 
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10 THINGS “WE” KNOW 

 

1. It will not be easy 

 

2. We will not get every break; we don’t need every break 

 

3. We will get everyone’s best shot; we want their best shot 

 

4. We will get frustrated; get mad and get over it-fast 

 

5. We will face distractions; eliminate all distractions 

 

6. We will have bad days; not bad effort 

 

7. We will be hyped; stay humble 

 

8. We will feel weak; be tough 

 

9. We may not always win our event; we will work to 

improve our best 

 

10. We will not be perfect; we will chase excellence 
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We have so many ways to communicate quickly, we don’t always communicate meaningfully. 

 
2018 Boys Track and Field 

Athlete Questionnaire  
  
Checklist: Remind 101 ____ Schoology____ Other Sports/Activities___________________________ 

  
1. Why do you want to be on this team? 
  
  
  
2. What are your personal goals this season? 
  
  
  
3. How do you plan on accomplishing these goals? What actions/habits must you have? The Process 
  
  
  
4. What do you want/need from me as your coach? 
  
  
  
5. What is the most recent book you have read for pleasure? 
  
6. Choose One Word your coaches would use to describe you? 
  
7. Choose One Word your teammates would use to describe you? 
  
8. Think about and choose One Word you want to guide you this season? 
  
9. Are you competitive? If yes, what makes you a competitor? 
  
  
  
10.   What is the best sports moment you have ever experienced? 
  
11.   What is the worst sports moment you have ever experienced? 
  
12.   Which do you think about more often? 
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How to be Successful? 

 
8 keys to winning 

1. Make a commitment to the team/program 
2. Make sound choices 
3. Take care of your body (physically and mentally) 
4. Give maximum focus and effort into all workouts 
5. Mentally prepare for meets (focus and positive visualization) 
6. Always warm up and cool down properly 
7. Master the fundamentals (preparation and execution) 
8. Handle adversity and success 

 

The Five Dysfunctions of  a Team 
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